Introduction
Intercellular communication is a fundamental process in animal development.
In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, which has an essentially invariant anatomy and cell lineage that have been completely described from zygote to adult (Sulston, 1976; Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Kimble and Hirsh, 1979; Sulston et al., 1983) cell-cell interactions are important for cell migration, morphogenesis, and the specification of certain cell fates. The importance of cell-cell interactions in the specification of cell fates can be revealed through laser microsurgery (Sulston and White, 1980) . Individual cells are destroyed with a laser microbeam, and the effects on the fates of other cells are ascertained. If the fate of a cell "a" is changed by ablation of another cell "b:' one infers that cell-cell interactions are important for the specification of the fate of cell "a? Time of commitment may also be investigated by laser ablation. When cell "a" becomes committed to its normal fate, it no longer requires cell-cell interactions for its specification, so ablation of cell "b" no longer has any effect.
Laser microsurgery has demonstrated that cell-cell interactions influence the fates of two cells in the hermaphrodite gonad, Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa (Kimble, 1981) . These two cells display naturally variable cell fates: with equal probability, one becomes the anchor cell (AC) and the other becomes a ventral uterine precursor cell (VU). The natural variability of the fates of Zl.ppp and M.aaa results from cell-cell interactions (Kimble, 1981) . If Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa is ablated, the remaining cell of the pair invariably becomes an AC, implying that some cell-cell interactions, which were not precisely defined by these experiments, are required for the VU fate. In this study, we further define the cellular interactions involved in the specification of the VU fate of Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa and conclude that the presumptive AC produces an "AC-to-VU" signal that is necessary for the specification of the VU fate of Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa.
Genetic and anatomical description of h-72 mutants indicate that the specification of the VU fate of Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa requires h-72 activity (Greenwald et al., 1983) . In h-72(0) mutants, which lack /in-72 activity, both Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa become ACs. In h-72(d) mutants, in which, by genetic criteria, /in-72 activity is elevated, both cells become VUs (Greenwald et al., 1983) . Since /in-72 activity is necessary and sufficient for Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa to become VUs, /in-72 specifies the VU fate of these cells. The observation that the temperature-sensitive period for /in-72 activity (Greenwald et al., 1983) coincides with when Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa are determined in wild type (Kimble, 1981) is consistent with lift-72 specifying the VU fate of these cells.
The predicted h-r-72 product is a transmembrane protein (Greenwald, 1985; Yochem et al., 1988) . The putative extracellular region of the /in-72 protein contains thirteen epidermal growth factor-like repeats, and the putative intracellular region contains six copies of a motif found in the predicted products of two yeast cell cycle genes, S. pombe c&70 and S. cerevisiae SW/6 (Breeden and Nasmyth, 1987) . The genetic and molecular data together suggest possible roles for h-72 in the cell-cell interactions that control the specification of the VU fate. h-72 might function as a "signal" or in a signaling mechanism, i.e., it is made in one cell and acts to specify the fate of another cell. /in-72 might function as a "receptor" or in a receiving mechanism, i.e., it specifies the fate of the cell in which it is made. Another possibility is that h-72 acts both in the signaling and receiving mechanisms. Genetic mosaic analysis offers one approach to distinguishing between these possibilities.
The purpose of mosaic analysis is to define the anatomical focus of gene action, i.e., the cells in which removal of wild-type gene activity results in a mutant phenotype. Mosaic individuals contain both defined cells that are genotypically mutant and genotypically wild type. Cell autonomy is inferred when the focus of gene action coincides with the cells that exhibit the mutant phenotype: a genotypically mutant cell displays a mutant phenotype. Cell nonautonomy is inferred when the focus of gene action is elsewhere: a genotypically mutant cell may cause a genotypically wild-type cell to exhibit a mutant phenotype, or a genotypically wild-type cell may rescue a genotypically mutant cell. Cell autonomy of /in-72 function would be consistent with a role in the receiving mechanism; cell nonautonomy might be consistent with a role in the signaling mechanism.
By examining h-72 genetic mosaics in conjunction with laser ablation experiments, we conclude that h-72 function is VU autonomous. We propose that /in-72 functions in the receiving mechanism for the AC-to-VU signal. The nuclei of Zl and 24 descendants are schematically represented as they appear in the gonad of an early L2 hermaphrodite (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979 Refer to Kimble and Hirsh (1979) for specific nuclear identities. Gonad Anatomy and Development C. elegans postembryonic development comprises four larval stages (Ll-L4) separated by molts. At hatching, the gonadal primordium consists of four cells. 21 and 24, derived from the embryonic founder cell MS, are the somatic progenitors. 22 and 23, the progeny of the embryonic founder cell Pq, are the germline progenitors. In the hermaphrodite, Zl and 24 generate 12 descendants by the beginning of the L2 stage. The anatomy of the somatic gonad in the early L2 stage is represented schematically in Figure 1 .
Results
We consider here the fates of two cells, Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa, that are descendants of Zi and 24, respectively. Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa are in direct physical contact (Kimble, 1978) . The fates of Zl.ppp and M.aaa are naturally variable: with equal probability, one becomes the AC and the other becomes a ventral uterine precursor cell (VU) (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979) . The AC is a terminally differentiated cell that is morphologically distinctive, while the VU produces descendants that contribute to the ventral uterus. In this paper, we have focused on the role of h-12 in the specification of the fates of Zl.ppp and ZAaaa and have used the designation VU to refer exclusively to a VU fate adopted by Zl.ppp or M.aaa. We do not address the possible role of h-72 in the specification of the fates of the cells Zl.ppa and Z4.aap (the sisters of Zl.ppp and ZAaaa), which also become ventral uterine precursor cells (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979 ; see also Experimental Procedures). Kimble (1981) showed that the fates of Zl.ppp and ZAaaa depend on cell interactions. If all somatic gonadal cells are ablated except for Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa, the solitary remaining cell becomes an AC (Kimble, 1981;  Table 1 ). This result suggests that cell-cell interactions are not required for expression of the AC fate but are necessary for expression of the VU fate. In an otherwise intact gonad, if either Zl.ppp or M.aaa is ablated, the remaining cell becomes an AC (Kimble, 1981;  Table 1 ). Although this result is consistent with the possibility that the expression of the VU fate depends on interactions between Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa directly, it does not rule out the involvement of other cell(s).
The AC-to-VU Signal To demonstrate that the fates of Zl.ppp and Zfaaa do not depend on interactions with other gonadal cells, we ablated all somatic gonadal cells except for Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa (Experimental Procedures) and found that one became an AC and the other a VU (Table 1) . Thus, in the absence of all other somatic gonadal cells, Zl.ppp and Zfaaa display the cell fate choice seen in unoperated wild-type animals, suggesting that direct interactions between Zl.ppp and Zfaaa are sufficient to specify their correct fates. This conclusion is supported by the observation that two ACs are formed in one6 and uric-40 mutant individuals in which Zl .ppp and Z4.aaa do not seem to contact each other although they seem to preserve normal contacts with other gonadal cells (E. Hedgecock, personal communication).
Because cell-cell interactions between Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa are not required for the AC fate but are required for the VU fate, we infer that the presumptive AC "signals" the other cell, thereby causing it to commit to the VU fate. We term this signal the AC-to-VU signal. This signal might be VU-inducing, AC-repressing, or both. In interpreting these ablation experiments, we have assumed that at the time of their isolation Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa had not yet committed to a specific fate. This assumption is reasonable because the ablations were completed within the first 2 hr of the L2 stage, whereas Kimble (1981) showed that Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa generally becomes com- (Greenwald et al., 1983) . Laser ablation experiments described above indicate that the relevant cell-cell interaction that specifies the VU fate occurs between Zl.ppp and ZAaaa. One possibility is that /in-72 functions in Zl.ppp and/or M.aaa themselves. Another possibility is that h-72 functions in gonadal cells other than Zl.ppp and ZAaaa. This possibility would be consistent with the laser ablation experiments described above only if h-72 functioned in gonadal cells other than Zl.ppp and Zfaaa before these other gonadal cells were ablated. To rule out this possibility, we performed a temperatureshift experiment on operated /in-72(fs) hermaphrodites (see Experimental
Procedures for the genotype of lin72&s) hermaphrodites).
Unoperated /in-72(rs) hermaphrodites grown at 15% have one AC, as in wild-type hermaphrodites, and those grown at 25% have two ACs, as in h-72(0) mutant hermaphrodites.
Data summarized in Table 2 indicate that the h-72 temperature-sensitive were grown at 25% and kept at 25% during ablation of all gonadal cells except for Zi .ppp and Z4.aaa. After l-2 hr rest at 25°C following last ablation (early L2 stage), hermaphrodites were left at 25OC (Shift: -) or transfered to 15OC (Shift: +). Fates adopted by Zi .ppp and Z4.aaa were scored the following day.
period starts l-2 hr after Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa are born. We ablated all somatic gonadal cells except for Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa in /h72(ts) hermaphrodites grown at 25%. When the hermaphrodites are kept at 25% following the last ablation, Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa both became ACs. If, however, the hermaphrodites are shifted to 15°C following the last ablation, one AC and one VU are formed (Table 3 ). This result suggests that /in-Y2 activity in other gonadal cells does not specify the fates of Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa, since in animals that had been shifted to 15% following the last ablation, no intact gonadal cells except Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa had the opportunity to exhibit h-72 activity. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that h-72 might be activated in cellular debris.
Note that, if /in-72 activity is required only for cell fate commitment and not for cell fate maintenance, this experiment also supports the assumption that, at the time of their isolation in the ablation experiment described above, Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa have not yet committed, since their fates are still dependent on /in-72 activity.
We conclude that h-72 activity does not function in gonadal cells other than Zl.ppp and Zdaaa, which is consistent with a role for h-72 in the interaction between Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa that specifies the VU fate.
Analysis of /in-72 Genetic Mosaics
There are several formal possibilities for how h-72 might specify the VU fate. As described above, h-72 might play a role in the AC-to-VU communication, h-72 might be a component of the signaling mechanism of the presumptive AC (for example, the AC-to-VU signal), or /in-72 might be a component of the receiving mechanism of the presumptive VU (for example, the receptor of the AC-to-VU signal). Another possibility, however, is that the focus of /in-72 activity is some other, nongonadal cell.
To define the focus of h-72 activity, we performed mosaic analysis to identify individuals in which defined cells were genotypically h-72(0) in an otherwise h-72(+) animal. Mosaic hermaphrodites were generated using the elegant technique developed by Herman (1984) : the spontaneous somatic loss of a free duplication (chromosome fragment) carrying wild-type alleles of mutant chromosomal loci generates a mosaic individual containing a genotypically mutant cell lineage (clone). Such a mosaic individual may be recognized by including appropriate cell markers. For h-72 mosaics, we made use of the recessive, cell-autonomous marker ncl-7, which is linked to h-72 and causes enlarged nucleoli that are recognizable by Nomarski microscopy in most cell types (E. Hedgecock, personal communication; Herman, 1989) and of the free duplication qDp3, which carries the wild-type alleles of ncl-7, uric-36, and h-72 (Austin and Kimble, 1987) . Mosaic hermaphrodites arose spontaneously among segregants of the strain ncl-7 uric-36 /in-72; qDp3. These mosaics contained defined cells that were phenotypically Ncl-, and therefore genotypically /h-72(0), among a background of cells that were phenotypically Ncl+, and therefore genotypically h-72(+). Selected embryonic cell divisions (Sulston et al., 1983 ) and selected postembryonic cell divisions of Zl and 24 (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979) are diagrammed.
PO is the zygote. The embryonic blastomeres AB, MS, E, C, and D are precursors for the soma, while P4 gives rise exclusively to the germline. Zi and 24 give rise to the somatic structures of the gonad. Note that Zl .ppp and Zlaaa are descendants of Zl and 24, respectively.
Under each precursor, we have indicated the cell type that was scored for that lineage in our genetic mosaics. DTCs: distal tip cells. A dotted line indicates three rounds of cell division.
the fates of Zl.ppp and ZAaaa to be correlated with the /in-72 genotype of nearly every cell in the animal. Figure 2 shows an abbreviated cell lineage depicting the six embryonic founder cells and selected MS descendants. Since the one-36(+) product is required in certain AB descendants (Kenyon, 1986) , mosaics that had lost qDp3 in PI descendants but retained qDp3 in AB were identified by screening non-Uric segregants by Nomarski microscopy for individuals that contained phenotypically Ncl-PI -derived cells. Conversely, mosaic hermaphrodites that had lost 9Dp3 in the AB lineage but retained it in PI were identified as Uric-36 segregants that contained PI -derived Ncl+ cells (for details, see Experimental Procedures).
For each mosaic hermaphrodite, the number and genotype of AC were scored. For technical reasons (Experimental Procedures), we were unable to score for the presence or genotype of the VU cell. We assume that if Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa did not become an AC, it became a VU, the only other potential fate that these cells are known to have both in wild type (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979; Kimble, 1981) and h-72 mutants (Greenwald et al., 1983) .
En-72 Function Is VU Autonomous To ascertain if h-72 functions in the AC, in the VU, or in a nongonadal cell(s), we screened over 3500 hermaphrodites by Nomarski microscopy and isolated 12 types of genetic mosaics (Figure 3) . Type I mosaics lacked h-72 activity in the AB lineage, type II mosaics lacked h-72 activity in the D lineage, and type Ill mosaics lacked h-72 activity in the C, D, and P4 lineages. In these mosaics, as in wild type, a single AC was formed, suggesting that the M-72 focus is not in AB, C, D, or Pa. The single type IV mosaic we were able to obtain lacked h-72 activity in the MS lineage. This mosaic, like a /h-72(0) mutant, had two ACs, suggesting that h-72 activity is required in a cell(s) in the MS lineage for proper cell fate determination in the somatic gonad.
Mosaic types V-XII had duplication losses within the MS lineage. Types Xl and XII lacked /in-72 activity only in the 21 or 24 lineages. The laser ablation experiments described above ruled out the involvement of Zl and 24 descendants other than Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa in the interactions leading to one AC and one VU. Thus, mosaic types Xl and XII directly test the requirement for h-72 function in Zl.ppp and M.aaa. In these mosaics, the /h-72(0) cell (Z4.aaa in type Xl and Zl.ppp in type XII) always became the AC (Figures 3 and 4) . The phenotype of these mosaics implies that /in-72 function is VU autonomous, because the /h-72(0) cell always displayed the fate seen in /h-72(0) mutants.
The /in-72(+) Cell Does Not Have a Variable Fate in Mosaic Types VI-XII In wild type, a h-72(+) Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa has an equal probability of becoming an AC or a VU. In all 30 mosaics of types VI-XII, however, we infer that the h-72(+) cell always became the VU since it did not become an AC (see above). This statistically significant bias does not result from the ncl-7 and uric-36 markers since it is not observed in mosaics in which Zl.ppp and ZAaaa are both /in-72(+) but are of different ncC7 and uric-36 genotypes (Table 4) .
This bias extends our understanding of the role of h-72 in the specification of the fates of Zl.ppp and ZAaaa; the relative level of /in-72 activity in Zl.ppp and ZAaaa is assessed in the initial decision (specification) to become an AC. If the presence of /in-72 activity were irrelevant to the initial decision to become an AC, that decision would have remained stochastic in the /h-72(+) cell in mosaic types VI-XII. In half of these mosaics, the h-72(+) cell would have committed to the AC fate, and, since the /h-72(0) cell would have been unable to become a VU, it too would have become an AC. Thus, half of the mosaics would have had two ACs, one h-72(+) and one h-72(0). None of the 30 mosaics of types VI-XII that we examined had this cellular anatomy.
Discussion
There are three main conclusions from the laser ablation experiments and genetic mosaic analysis presented in this paper. First, our results, together with those of Kimble (1981) suggest that the VU fate adopted by Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa depends on a signal (the AC-to-VU signal) emanating from the presumptive AC. Second, the ablation experiments and mosaic analysis suggest that /in-72 function is VU autonomous, consistent with a role for h-72 acting downstream of, perhaps in the receiving mechanism for, Each diagram represents an abbreviated C. elegans lineage as depicted in Figure 2 . The Ncl phenotype (Ncl+:+ and NclL-) is indicated for each lineage that was scored in mosaic animals isolated among segregants of the strain 9Dpd; ncCl(e7865) uric-36 (e257) /in-72(n947). 9Dp3 carries the wild-type alleles of ncC7, uric-36, and /in-72. Thus, the genotype of Ncl+ cells is qDp3; ncl-7(e7865) uric-36 (e257) /in-72(n947) and the genotype of Ncl-cells, in which 9Dp3 has been lost, is ncCI(e7865) uric-36 (e257) /im72(n947). Cells derived from the embryonic precursor E cannot be scored reliably for the Nclt phenotype.
Mosaic types I and IV died before reaching adulthood so that the genotype of their germline could not be assessed. n: number of mosaic individuals of each type obtained. The number and genotype of AC(s) observed in each mosaic animal is also indicated. Some mosaic had an extra Ncl-AC-like cell not indicated in this figure (see Experimental Procedures). indicates the nucleus of the anchor cell; small arrowheads indicate the nuclei of certain P(5-7).p descendants (derived from A6 lineage). Ncl-cells have enlarged nucleoli. Note that type XII mosaic has a Ncl-AC and Ncl+ P(5-7).p descendants.
the AC-to-VU signal. Third, the bias in cell fate choice observed in mosaic types VI-XII suggests that relative h-72 activity is assessed in Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa prior to their cell fate decisions.
A Model for the Specification of the AC and VU Fates We propose a model to describe the sequence of events leading to the specification of the AC and VU fates of Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa ( Figure 5 ). The simplest hypothesis to account for the genetic and molecular data is that /in-72 is the receptor for the AC-to-VU signal, and, like other receptors, /in-72 is activated by binding its ligand, the ACto-VU signal. At first, both Zl.ppp and M.aaa have receptor (M-72), but neither one produces enough ligand to activate h-72 in the other. Sometime during the L2 stage, a stochastic initial event occurs and results in one cell (the presumptive but not yet committed AC) producing enough signal to activate h-72 in the receiver (the presumptive but not yet committed VU). If activation of /in-72 in the receiver also causes a decrease in the production of signal in the receiver, it would lower the probability that /in-72 would be activated in the signaler. Without /in-72 activation, the signaler continues to signal and assumes the AC fate; with h-72 activation, the receiver is specified as the VU.
Several observations contributed to the formulation of this model, given the initial assumptions. We propose that the initial event is stochastic because in wild type each cell has a 50% chance of becoming the AC (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979) . We propose that the initial event results in one cell producing the AC-to-VU signal for two reasons: ablation experiments reveal that an isolated cell becomes an AC (the signaler) (Kimble, 1981) ; and since in mosaic types VI-XII the /h-72(0) cell always induces the /in-72(+) cell to become a VU, the relative h-72 activity must be assessed in Zl.ppp and M.aaa before their commitment. Under the assumptions of our model-that
In-72 functions as a receptor of the AC-to-VU signal and is active only in the presence of the signal-the AC-to-VU signal must exist before cell fate commitment so that there is any h-72 activity to be measured. We infer, therefore, that Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa interact with each other before either cell com- Step 1, uncommitted Zl.ppp and 24.aaa (circles) express the receptor (/in-72). The dashed arrows represent either the potential of both cells to signal or the presence of subthreshold level of signal (i.e., does not activate h-72).
Step 2, one cell produces enough AC-to-VU signal (solid arrow) to activate h-12 in the other cell.
Step 3, activated h-72 (bold) in the receiver causes the decision to be a VU and results in reduced signaling potential or level.
Step 4, the committed AC and VU. Our data do not address the possibility that the committed AC and VU continue to interact to maintain their fates. y2-7; Cell Autonomy The top line represents the fates of Zl .ppp and Z4.aaa in unoperated /in-72(n737); him+ (e7467) hermaphrodites. Ablations were performed as described in Experimental Procedures. a Greenwald et al. (1983). mits to the AC fate. An alternative possibility, however, is that the lack of /in-l2 activity intrinsically specifies the AC fate in the artificial mosaic situation. Our data also demonstrate that /in-l2 is not involved in the signaling as well as the receiving mechanisms. If it were also involved in the signaling mechanism, we would expect that all mosaics of types VI-XII would have had two ACs, one /in-12(+) and one /in-12(O). None of these mosaics had this phenotype.
We can explain the phenotypes of the major classes of M-12 mutants in the context of this model. In /in-12(O) mutants, Zl.ppp and M.aaa lack lift-12 activity and hence cannot receive the AC-to-VU signal: both cells become ACs. In /in-12(d) mutants, the VU fate is AC-to-VU signalindependent:
ablation of all gonadal cells except for Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa in a /in-12(d) mutant results in a solitary VU (Table 5) . One possible interpretation is that the /in-12(d) product is activated independently of the AC-to-VU signal. This signal independence may be a consequence of an alteration in the protein product or in the level of expression but seems to result in overproduction of/in-12(+)-like activity since /in-12(d) mutants are hypermorphic (Greenwald et al., 1983) .
Even if /in-72 proves not to function biochemically as a receptor, what we have learned from the laser ablation experiments and the mosaic analysis presented here is that /in-l2 activity is assessed in both Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa and functions cell autonomously to specify the VU fate in these cells.
Functional Similarities among h-12, g/p-l, and Notch The predicted M-12 protein shares many structural features with the predicted products of the Notch gene of Drosophila (Wharton et al., 1985; Kidd et al., 1988) and the g/p-l gene of C. elegans (J. Yochem, personal communication; J. Austin and J. Kimble, personal communication; A. Fire and J. Priess, personal communication) . There are functional similarities as well.
In Drosophila, neurogenesis involves a decision between neural and epidermal cell fates. A subset of ectodermal cells in the "neurogenic region" become neuroblasts, while the remaining cells become epidermal precursors. Evidence that this decision requires cell-cell interactions comes from laser ablation experiments in the grasshopper (Doe and Goodman, 1985) , in which neural development is homologous to Drosophila (Thomas et al., 1984) . The interaction is proposed to involve a signal from neuroblasts that inhibits neighboring ectodermal cells from also becoming neuroblasts (Doe and Goodman, 1985) . In Notch(O) mutants, prospective epidermal cells instead become neuroblasts, suggesting that Notch(+) is required for epidermal cell fates (Poulson, 1937; Lehmann et al., 1983) . There are conflicting reports concerning the cellular focus of Notch function. Cell transplantation experiments suggest that Notch function is nonautonomous (Technau and Campos-Ortega, 1987) . However, analysis of gynandromorphs suggests that Notch function is locally cell-autonomous (Hoppe and Greenspan, 1986) , and a more recent study involving the staining of individual mosaic embryos with anti-Notch antibodies also supports the conclusion of Notch cell autonomy (P Hoppe and R. Greenspan, personal communication).
In C. elegans, the developing germline consists of distal mitotic cells and proximal meiotic cells. Laser ablation studies have shown that two somatic gonadal cells, the distal tip cells (DTCs), control the development of the germline (Kimble and White, 1981) . All germ cells enter meiosis if the DTCs are ablated, implying that there is a signal from the DTCs that promotes mitosis or inhibits meiosis in the germline. In g/p-l(O) mutants, germ cells initiate meiosis prematurely (Austin and Kimble, 1967; Priess et al., 1987) , indicating that g/p-l(+) is required for germline mitosis. Mosaic analysis has shown that g/p-l(+) is required in the germline, consistent with a role in the receiving mechanism for the DTC-to-germline signal (Austin and Kimble, 1987) .
As described in this paper, /in-l2 function is cell autonomous in the specification of the VU fate. M-12, Notch, and g/p-l encode similar transmembrane proteins. /in-12, g/p 1, and perhaps Notch all function cell autonomously in cell fate decisions involving cell-cell interactions. The structural and functional similarities between /in-72, Notch, and g/p-l suggest that similar mechanisms may operate in many different cell-cell interactions during development.
Experimental Procedures
General Methods and Strains Methods for handling and culturing C. elegans have been described by Srenner (1974) . All experiments were performed at 20% unless otherwise noted. The use of Nomarski differential interference contrast microsocopy for observation of living animals and for photomicrography has been described by Sulston and Horvitz (1977) , except that we used 0.6 mM sodium azide in the S buffer when screening for mosaics. The wild-type parent of all strains used was C. elegans variety Bristol strain N2 (Brenner, 1974) . The following LG Ill mutations and free duplications were used: uric-32(e789), uric-36(e257) (Brenner, 1974) ; ncl7@7865j (E. Hedgecock, personal communication); /in-72(n947) and /in-72(n676nQOQ) are null alleles of h-72 that cause both Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa to become ACs; /in-72(n737) is a semi-dominant M-72 allele that causes both Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa to become VUs (Greenwald et al., 1983) ; /in-72 (n676n930) is a temperature-sensitive hypomorphic allele of h-72 (Sundaram and Greenwald, unpublished data); qDp3 (n&7(+). uric-36(+), M-72(+)) (Austin and Kimble, 1987) ; sDp3 @c/-7(+), unc-36(+)) (Rosenbluth et al., 1985) . The LG V mutation hinM(e7467) (Hodgkin et al., 1979) was also used.
Ablation Experiments Ablations experiments
were performed by the method of S&ton and White (1980) using a laser microbeam system essentially identical to that described by Sternberg (1988) . Cell death was verified 1-2 hr postoperation. Cells were identified by lineage analysis as described by Kimble and Hirsh (1979) . To isolate Zl.ppp and Z4.aaa in the somatic gonad of the hermaphrodite, we ablated Zl.a, Z4.p. Zl.pa, Z4.ap, Zl.ppa, and Z4.aap or Zl.aa, Zl.ap, Z4.p~. M.pa. Zl.pa, Z4.ap, Zl.ppa, and Z4.aap as soon as these cells were born. Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa were isolated as described by Kimble (1981) except that 22 and 23 were not ablated. The following day, animals were scored for the presence of an AC and/or a VU using established criteria (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979; Kimble, 1981) . The AC was identified based on its characteristic nuclear morphology, its position relative to the ventral hypodermis, its failure to divide, and its ability to induce vulva1 development.
The VU was identified based on its ventral position in the gonad and its ability to divide, although the specific division pattern was not followed.
Temperatum Shifts unc-32(el89)lin-72(n8~~~9~u~c-38~e251) (lirHZ(ts)) hermaphrodites grown at 15% or at 25% were staged by Nomarski microscopy using cell lineage criteria (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977) and placed on petri dishes that had been preincubated at the appropriate temperatures.
L3 larvae were later scored for the presence and number of ACs.
Analysis of /in-12 Genetic Mosaics
Mosaic types IV-XII were found by screening 3500 non-Uric-L3 Figure 2) . Specifically, we scored the Ncl phenotype of anterior dorsal and ventral body muscle cells on the left and right sides of each mosaic. Each muscle cell was identified by its position along the anteroposterior axis of the animal as described by Sulston et al. (1983) . For the MS lineage, we also scored the Ncl phenotype of all coelomocytes.
To determine the genotype of Zl and 24 in mosaic types Xl and XII, at least two sheath cells were scored in addition to the DTCs. Zl-and Z4-derived sheath cells were distinguished based on their position: Zi-derived sheath cells surround the anterior gonadal arm while Z4-derived sheath cells surround the posterior arm (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979) . Assuming a single duplication loss, Ncl-sheath cells and a Ncl-DTC in the same gonadal arm were taken to indicate that the duplication was absent from the entire Zl or 24 lineage. The presence of qDp3 in its germline was determined by scoring for phenotypically wild-type progeny. We did not score for the presence or genotype of the VU for two reasons First, we were unable to score reliably the Ncl phenotype of the VU. Second, most of our mosaics were isolated after the VU had divided, and its descendants were not distinguishable from the descendants of Zl.ppa and Z4.aap, the other ventral uterine precursor cells (designated VU' in Figure 1 ). When Zl.ppp or Z4.aaa did not become an AC, we assumed that it became a VU, the only other potential fate that these cells are known to assume in wild-type (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979; Kimble, 1981) and /in-72 mutants (Greenwald et al., 1983) . The three ventral uterine precursor cells in wild-type hermaphrodites are similar, although they exhibit some differences in their patterns of cell division (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979) . The types of ventral uterine precursor cells have not been distinguished in our experiments nor in the original characterization of /in-72 mutants (Greenwald et al.. 1983) .
Six out of thirty of the mosaic types VI-XII had an extra Ncl-AC-like cell in their gonad. Although its overall morphology (prominent nucleus, granular cytoplasm) was reminiscent of an AC, its nucleus was often larger than that of a normal AC and abnormally positioned. This AC-like cell had no apparent effect on the development of the vulva. The entire vulva1 lineage was followed in one such mosaic and found to be wild-type, and none of the six mosaics displayed abnormal vulva1 morphology as adults. The origin of this AC-like cell is not known, although, since more than two ACs are sometimes observed in /in-12(O) animals (Greenwald et al., 1983) it is possible that these extra AC-like cells were the result of a partial or total transformation of another cell derived from the same lineage as the true AC.
Analysis
of Ncl-Lin-lP(+) Mosaics sDp3 (Rosenbluth et al., 1985) carries the wild-type alleles of ncC7 and uric-36. Using Nomarski optics, 800 ncCl(el865~ unc36fe251); sDp3 hermaphrodites were screened for Ncl-DTCs. To ensure that all Zl or 24 descendants
were Ncl-. we kept only mosaics in which some nongonadal MS cells were Ncl-, consistent with a loss of sDp3 in MS before Zl or Z4 (as in mosaic types VI-X in Figure 2) . The Ncl phenotype of the AC in these mosaics was scored.
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